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The Asset Guardian Software 
AGSL has over 20 years experience helping energy and industrial process customers manage their control 
system assets and meet regulatory requirements and international industry standards. The functionality of the 
Asset Guardian software has developed and grown during this period with much input from our 
customers. It can be used to manage both the software and hardware configurations of these systems. 

AGSL is currently rolling out a centralised, global system for a major energy company across nine geographical 
regions. The data managed includes system components, operating systems, firmware, anti-virus, IP addresses, 
network zones and installed applications. Our customer's objective was to further utilise data within their 
existing Asset Guardian systems to provide a global management system, particularly for cyber security, disaster 
recovery and obsolescence management. The benefits and cost savings are significant. 

Asset Guardian software is fully flexible and customisable and can easily be tailored to simulate internal 
management processes and procedures so that it is intuitive to use. The use of individual user accounts and 
user groups means that access to sensitive data and entire sections of Asset Guardian can be restricted. It is a 
stand-alone system and does not interfere with existing IT or OT architecture. 

Consultancy services and audits can be provided to assist with the implementation of an Asset Guardian 
system. Once a system is installed and configured, full technical support and maintenance is provided. Training 
can be delivered through either classroom or computer-based training courses. 

AGSL understands how difficult it can be to manage something that is so critically important but very hard to 
manage without the right tools and processes. In a sector where safety, compliance, cyber security, disaster 
recovery and obsolescence management are so vital, it pays to draw on AGSL's experience within the energy 
industry. 

Take Control and Control Change 
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